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How to use water in your body from daily life?

Drinking

Food washing

Body cleaning

Water tank
Your water 100% clean?
Bacteria
breeding

Chlorine

Metal pipe

In fact, you can do much better to keep virus away from our body
Does the water from tap we use everyday clean enough?
Do you know the drinkable tap water not 100% bacteria free?
Tap water alone won’t remove pesticide and hormone on food .
Tap water alone has no any protection in our daily life !

NEOJET Series Introduction

Wall -mounted design

Advance technology
Tasteful water
Environmental
Reliable
With patent

Item Number:

AOT - NJ - 01
Generation 1
Neoperl jection
Aquapure Ozone Tech

The AOT-WP-01 is an ozone generator system only
which connect the Neojet diffuser with your own
tap. And your tap must with standard M22 size for
our Neojet. We offer internal and external thread
Neojet.

22mm
Thread: M22

Internal thread

External thread

Item Number:

AOT - NJ - 03
Generation 3
Neoperl jection
Aquapure Ozone Tech
200mg/h ozone
0.2-0.5ppm in water
≥5L to activate ozone function
110-220 VAC
Wall-mounted, no need screws
The AOT-WP-03 is a complete system which
Combine ozone generator with water tap.
A built-in Neojet there is no need to worried
about the tap matching problem .

Installation Principle
AOT-NJ-03

AOT-NJ-01
Power
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Neojet 1

Power
O3

Ozone treatment is a proven method to purify water and Ozonated Water (water mixed with ozone) is
used to treat many diseases and for various cleaning applications. It features a Neo-jet. This feature
allows more ozone efficiently mixed with water.
The Energy Saving Feature allows it to run only when it detects water flow. When one switches on the
faucet, it automatically starts making ozonated water.

Advantage
Lower power consumption:
12VDC rated voltage , 12W power only,
world wide use
Safety:
Ozone is unstable and turns back to oxygen
quick in short time, no harm for human
High disinfection effect:
Activate oxygen water can kill 99% bacteria and
virus in water, and remove pesticides from food

Smart and economic design:
No venturi , no air pump, no diffuser stone,
a smart cheap Neojet can take the place of them.

Drinking water that is rich in oxygen and clean
With Ozone you have clean, clear and safe
water from your own faucet without any
additional installation and/or costs. This ozone
generator enriches your water with ozone
that quickly releases oxygen particles and
enriches the water. The oxidizing power of the
oxygen particles renders ill-makers, chemicals
and heavy metals harmless while the water
that is rich in oxygen feeds you and your body
and supports your health.

Natural cleansing of your foods
The use of ozone water as an efficient and
effective food purifier has already been
discovered long while ago. Ozone water
removes potentially ill-makers like the E. coli
bacteria from the surface of all your
vegetables, fruits, meat, fish, etc. That helps
you in even better protecting your health and
that of your loved ones. In addition, your food
will have a longer shelf life because of this
cleaning and the absence of bacteria.

Natural cleansing and care of your body

The cleansing and nourishing properties
of ozone water make it a very suitable
agent for taking care of affected spots
and skin challenges. Use the water as
soon as possible from the generator as
then the ozone concentration is the
highest.

Natural cleaning of your living environment

Because you want to keep your living
environment as healthy and clean as
possible, it is wise to use as few
chemicals as possible to minimize that
might overload your body and that from
the people you love. You will find that the
cleaning effect of active ozone water
works very well in your kitchen,
bathroom and all other places where
hygiene is a high priority.

Natural cleaning of your pets
Your pets deserve all your attention and
love and you probably like to have your
animals near you. Therefore, it is very
important that you keep your pets clean
and well groomed naturally without
disturbing their natural balances. Ozone
water is perfect for that. The cleaning
force removes bacteria and therefore
dirty odors without the use of soap or
other chemicals.

THANK YOU!
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